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ABSTRACT

Two experiments are being designed to measure the forward-backward

asymmetry in the center of mass differential cross sections for the np -»

dir° reaction and thus provide additional tests of che charge symmetry

breaking part of the NN interaction. One of these experiments is proposed

at 477 MeV at TRIUMF and the other at selected energies between 600 and 800

MeV at LAMPF. The experimental challenges in measuring these cross section

differences to the order of a few tenths of a percent are described. In

addition, preliminary results at 800 MeV are presented from a Monte Carlo

code written to simulate the LAMPF experiment.

INTRODUCTION

The first unambiguous violation of charge symmetry (CSB) in the NN

interaction was observed at TRIUMF in the recent measurement at 477 MeV of

AA - An(ff)-Ap(5) at the zero crossing angle of the n-p analyzing power.

The TRIUMF collaboration is planning another measurement of this quantity

o
this fall with a 350 MeV neutron beam. A second experiment has recently

been completed at 183 MeV at IUCF in which AA or a quantity directly

related to it has been measured for a range of angles around and including

the zero crossing angle.3
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In order to test the predictions of CSB effects, it is necessary to

extend the range of energies over which experiments are carried out and

also to measure different observables sensitive to the CSB interactions.

Recent theoretical predictions have shown that the forward-backward

asymmetry in the np -* dir° reaction, defined in the center of momentum frame

(cm.) as

Afb (* *> O5[ (1)

may be as large as 1%. The energy deperdence as predicted at three cm.

angles is shown in Fig. 1. In these calculations the two dominant CSB

mechanisms are found to be (1) the n-p mass difference in one pion exchange

and (2) r;-7r° mixing.

THE EXPERIMENTS

The most extensive previous efforts to measure A ^ in the np -» dn°

reaction have been reported by Bartlett et al. , and Hollas et al.

Neither of these experiments were carried out with sufficient precision to

measure Af^Ctf) D u t rather reported asymmetries in terms of the integrated

forward cross section minus the integrated backward cross section, with

this difference divided by the total cross section. The Bartlett

experiment used a continuum neutron beam and reported ten values of the

asymmetry between 300 MeV and 650 MeV with an overall average Af^ - (1.0 ±

1.9)%. The Hollas experiment used the 795 MeV neutron beam at LAMPF and

reported the value A ^ - (-0.3 ± 1.0)%.

The TRIUMF and LAMPF experiments which are in the planning stages seek

to achieve a precision near ±0.1%. The TRIUMF experiment will use a 477

MeV neutron beam produced at 9° with 497 MeV protons incident on an LD2



target. The deuteron spectrometer will be set up on the neutron beam line

in order to concentrate on the region near 0° and 180° in the c.m.

Calibration measurements will be made with essentially the same apparatus

and the 9° scattered proton beam to initiate the forward-backward symmetric

pp -* dx+ reaction.

The LAMPF experiment proposal is presently being configured with the

Medium Resolution Spectrometer (MRS) now being installed in Area B at

LAMPF. The MRS has a momentum acceptance Ap/p - ± 20% and a momentum

resolution 6p/p - ±0.2% The momentum acceptance of MRS precludes making

simultaneous measurements of the forward and backward cross sections for

c.m. angles less than about 30° at 500 MeV and about 50° at 800 MeV. The

kinematics at 800 MeV are shown in Fig. 2 for the np -* dn° , np •* d7 and

np -* np reactions. The rectangular box in Fig. 2 indicates the maximum

acceptance of the spectrometer.

As already implied, to minimize the systematic errors associated with

the incident beam flux ana target density variations, these experiments are

designed to measure the forward and backward yields simultaneously. The

ratio of the c.m. cross reactions can then be written as

Y(0F)

where the Y's represent the observed deuteron yields obtained in the

laboratory solid angles dQB ,-p at the lab angles #B/F corresponding to the

c.m. angles (TT-0*)/0*. The £ B/ F represent the respective efficiencies for

detecting the deuterons emerging at the conjugate angles and include 1)

detector efficiencies which may be momentum dependent and 2) corrections

for losses due to deuteron breakup which are momentum dependent and are not

well known. The J's represent the Jacobians for the two lab to c.m. cross

section transformations. The ratio of the Jacobians is both energy and



angle dependent and, together with the deuteron breakup uncertainties,

presents the most serious systematic errors in these experiments.

SYSTEMATIC ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH J(Tn,0)

The ratio of the forward and backward angle Jacobians must be known to

±0.1% to achieve the desired accuracy in the c m . cross sections. This

requires precise knowledge of the neutron beam energy and the absolute

calibration of the spectrometer angle. At 477 MeV the Jacobian ratio (F/B)

changes by 0.2% per MeV beam energy change near 0°. Thus the central beam

energy must be known to 0.25 MeV and its stability must be comparable. In

positioning the spectrometer at 0° this experiment will be monitoring the

neutron beam direction and, consequently, the absolute scattering angle is

determined.

The variation of the Jacobian ratio with angle is a much more

difficult problem in the proposed experiment at LAMPF. As the lab angle

moves away from 0° the Jacobian changes with increasing rapidity. At 800

MeV the Jacobian at 6* - 130° changes by 5% with a 0.1° change of the lab

angle. The present effort is directed at simulating the experiment with

the Monte Carlo calculation in order to study the behavior of the

"effective Jacobians" and their ratio. Since the beam direction cannot be

monitored concurrent with measurements in the MRS, three measurements are

proposed to determine both the beam energy and the absolute spectrometer

angle.

1) Determining the crossing angle where the momentum of the np

elastic protons equals that of the np •* dn° deuterons.

2) Determining the maximum lab angle at which the dir° deuterons are

observed. The sensitivity of this measurement is 0.012°/MeV.



3) With a 7r° spectrometer at 90° lab triggering on events having the

two decay gamma rays lying in a plane normal to the d-ir° reaction plane,

the pion polar scattering angle is determined. Achieving 1° accuracy for

the pion angle results in 0.13° accuracy for the polar scattering angle of

the coincident deuterons. The resulting sensitivity is dfl^/di^ -

0.005°/MeV.

MONTE CARLO

A Monte Carlo program has been written to study the combined effects

of the energy spread of the neutron beam, multiple scattering, finite

geometry, losses due to deuteron breakup, and detector resolution.

Preliminary results have been obtained for the case of T n - 800 MeV and

8* - 58°. This is an angle where the predicted fractional asymmetry is

large but so are the difficulties in reducing the systematic errors

associated with the Jacobian ratio.

The c m . angular distribution used as input for the calculations is

the parameterization of Richard-Serre at 794 MeV for the even powers of

cosfl* plus a term in cosfl* which has the approximate shape of the

predicted asymmetry for c m . angles larger than 45° and has an amplitude

such that Afb(45)° - 1.0%.

The two multi-wire drift chambers (MWDC) which determine the deuteron

scattering angle are placed with an 80 cm separation in the region between

the LH2 target and the MRS entrance. A Gaussian resolution function of 0.3

mm (FWHM) is used to randomize the hits in both x and y coordinates in each

chamber. The angular resolution of the system is determined by computing

68 for each event where 69 is the difference between the true lab

scattering angle, determined from the picked c m . angle, and the measured



scattering angle determined by the MWDC coordinates. The full width at the

base of the distribution of d0 for all deuterons entering the spectrometer

is 0.12° when detector resolution is the only effect. Finite geometry

effects increase this number to 0.28° and the additional effects of

multiple scattering further increase it to 0.31". The finite geometry

assumes an 6.0 nun diameter proton beam incident on a 10 cm LD2 neutron

production target with a 5 cm diameter LH2 target located 9.0m downstream

at the MRS pivot. At this time a monoenergetic neutron beam is assumed in

the code.

Taking lab angle bins of 0.3° width, the momentum resolution (full

width ac base) for the bin centered on 9* - 58° develops as follows:

a) The 0.3° acceptance Ap - 11 MeV/c,

b) Full Monte Carlo Ap - 15 MeV/c,

c) Incl. 12 MeV/c beam spread Ap - 19 MeV/c.

The central momentum in this bin is 1461 MeV/c and the deuterons from

np -» d7 are centered at about 1500 MeV/c in this bin. The design

resolution of the MRS is 2.1 MeV/c at this momentum so there should be

negligible background from the d7 deuterons.

Corresponding numbers for the conjugate backward angle at 8* — 122°

are:

a) The 0.3° acceptance Ap - 23 MeV/c,

b) Full Monte Carlo Ap - 35 MeV/c,

c) Incl. 12 MeV/c beam spread Ap =• 36 MeV/c.

In this case the central momentum is 1072 MeV/c and the d7 deuterons are

cleanly resolved at 1000 MeV/c.

Initial calculations of the effective Jacobian have been completed.

With roughly one million events in each of the two lab bins which

correspond to 2° bins in the c m . we find



Jeff(58°) - 30.91 ± 0.4, and

Jeff(122°) - 44.54 ± 0.06,

where the errors are statistical. A summary of these and additional

calculations is shown in Fig. 3 together with curves showing the kinematic

Jacobians as a function of c m . angle at 800 MeV.

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed experiments represent an effort to extend the

experimental evidence for CSB interactions to additional observables and

over an extended energy range. These data should be of considerable help

to the theorists in refining their calculations of CSB effects. The TRIUMF

measurement at c m . angles near 0" and 180° would seem to have every chance

of achieving the desired accuracy in determining the front/back asymmetry

in the differential cross section. The LAMPF proposal is an attempt to

extend the angular range of these measurements and must deal with much

larger potential systematic errors in dealing with the Jacobians. It is

hoped that some running of the pp -» dir reaction will be possible during

the period this summer and fall when the MRS is being brought into

operation. The Monte Carlo calculations are being continued and input to

the code could be refined by comparing it to the d»r+ data. The use of MRS

for this experiment may not be feasible, and it nay be necessary to use a

lower dispersion magnet and restrict the 600 to 800 MeV measurements to

angles near 0°.

This work is supported in part by Department of Energy contract DE-

AS05-76ER0449 and Grant DE-FG05-88ER40399.
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Figura 1. Fractional forward-backward asymmetry plotted as a function of
energy for three cm. scattering angles.
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Figure 2. Momenta of elastically scattered protons and deuterons from np
dir" and np •* dy reactions plotted as a function of scattering
angle for E - 800 MeV. The cm. angles are shown adjacent to
the np -» d7 locus.
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Figure 3. Results of the full Monte Carlo calculations of the effective

Jacobian for A0* = 2° bins (horizontal error bars) compared to
the kinematic values (smooth curves) plotted for forward angles
(0*) and the corresponding backward angles (TT-0*).
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